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ent to a cafe buying coffee it seemed 
like a good idea. The hotel reception-
ist gave me something like a condom. A 
plastic membrane to make sure you don’t 

touch each other to avoid spreading the disease. I wore 
my bordeaux leather heels and tight pants. Walking around 
with some chickens and girls I just met. I climbed a pile of 
dirt. Looking from there I glimpsed a couple of big exca-
vators. I was ecstatic to go there, it was the only thing on 
my mind, these big machines to move-around dirt. Like 
having a love affair with Michael Heizer in the dessert of 
mankind. He’s making an artificial ancient city at the out-
skirts of LA. He’s been digging since 1970’s.
Somebody even loves exile. New world is home world. 
The rules of the game changed, now everybody is acting 
like chain birds, home prison, we do it for each other, but 
it’s the most totalitarian our nation has been in a while. 
I wonder if more people would live in the countryside if 
they didn’t have a job. And if somebody was calling “Hey 
I got a job for you”. A strange voice in the phone. I would 
love a job, yes thank you. Can I work from home? Infini-
tesimally Home world. I miss my party. In town everybody 
is doing everything together. Coffee, films, dinner, window 
shopping and the metro is nothing without strangers. Most 
of the houses are not meant to live in, only to sleep, like 
a coffin. You don’t want to be locked up in them. Small 
town village is different. You need to work, to pay. Cross-
ing fingers for a crashing real estate market. Coronina. In 
50 years we will maybe praise her for lowering global fuel 
emissions. Paris Deal 2020.

A perfect time to get a puppy.

Yours Truly Mira
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Pedersen til salg 
Shimano Nexus 7 indvendige 
gear, nyere saddel og rem, for-
stærket forgaffelpind, magnet 
for– & baglygte, forhjuls taske-
stativ, alu fælger Ø622, nogle 
kosmetiske fejl. Pris kr. 6.000,- 
tlf 3026 2004 




